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DNA microarrays are a uniquely efficient method for

simultaneously assessing the expression levels of

thousands of genes. Owing to their flexibility and

value, mechanically spotted microarrays remain the

most popular platform. Here, we review recent techno-

logical advances with a focus on spotted arrays. Robotic

spotting still poses numerous technical challenges. To

reduce artefacts, many laboratories have recently inves-

tigated ways of improving the spotting process. We

compare alternative options and discuss implications

for next-generation systems. Together with modern

approaches to data analysis, such developments bring

greatly improved reliability to individual microarray

experiments. Advancing towards the ultimate goal of

delivering calibrated, truly quantitative gene-expression

measurements on a genomic scale, microarray technol-

ogy remains at the forefront of post-genomic systems

biology.
Box 1. Microarray experiments

Spotted microarrays were developed for identifying differences in

gene expression between samples based on the relative amounts of

sample bound to a particular spotted probe DNA on the microarray

[2,3]. The full utility of the technique is clearly reflected in the wide

variety of its applications [6], ranging from gene expression analyses

to studies of genomic DNA. Comparative genomic hybridization

(CGH), for example, is used to identify allelic differences between

individuals [7]. Chromatin immunopurification (ChIP) microarrays,

or ‘ChIP-chips’, locate the binding-sites of DNA-binding proteins [8].

The samples to be compared are each labelled with a different

fluorescent dye and then subjected to competitive hybridization. The

aim of any spotted microarray experiment is to generate spot

fluorescence measurements that reflect how much sample is bound

to a spotted probe DNA. These measurements are derived from

images taken by laser scanners or charge-coupled device (CCD)

cameras [9]. Software tools locate and then quantify the fluor-

escence intensity or ‘spot signal’ from each spotted probe [10,11].

Downstream data processing varies according to application. In

gene expression analysis, for example, typical approaches include

gene selection by ranking expression ratios, clustering or probabil-

istic analysis, with the aim of identifying statistically significant

differential gene expression or groups of co-regulated genes. This
Introduction

Genome sequencing confronts us with the unequivocal
fact that we know very little about the function of many
genes, even in the most intensely studied genomic regions
of key model organisms [1]. Generating loss-of-function or
gain-of-function mutations followed by detailed phenoty-
pic analysis has traditionally been used in genetically
tractable model organisms. However, this is not always
possible, or indeed informative, because many gene
mutations have no obvious phenotype. In such instances,
gene expression patterns can be used to suggest more
appropriate genetic, molecular or biochemical assays.
Gene expression patterns can also be used to search for
co-regulated groups of genes, having functional impli-
cations and giving valuable insights into interactions
between genes.

Microarrays exploit the specificity of nucleic acid base-
pairing during hybridization to simultaneously assess the
expression of tens of thousands of genes [2,3]. Without
microarrays, gene expression analysis would be limited to
studies of one or a few genes using, for example, Northern
blots and real-time quantitative PCR, or to time-consum-
ing and costly approaches like Serial Analysis of Gene
Expression (SAGE) [4] and Massively Parallel Signature
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Sequencing (MPSS) [5]. Microarray experiments are
unique in offering cost-effective and efficient analysis of
gene expression at the genomic level (Box 1). Although
many of the protocols for microarray experiments are not
new, some are highly technical and are widely considered
to be challenging, most notably the production of the
arrays. Many manufacturing considerations similarly
apply to all microarray applications (Box 1), therefore,
this review will focus on the most popular one, micro-
arrays for gene expression analysis.

Microarrays can be manufactured using robotic spot-
ting of gene-specific cDNAs or long oligonucleotides and by
in situ synthesis of short or long oligonucleotides. Barrett
and Kawasaki have reviewed these established manufac-
turing processes [12]. More recent approaches include
voltage dependent nanopipettes [13], piezoelectric inkjets
for non-contact printing [14] and maskless light-directed
synthesis of oligonucleotides [15]. However, robotic spot-
ting is still the most popular method because of its wide
availability, high flexibility and low cost (Box 2). Although
spotted microarrays can provide accurate measurements
at the genomic level [16,17], similar to other microarray
platforms, their sensitivity is limited by high levels of
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permits inferences to be made about the regulation of the processes

being investigated.
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Box 2. Cost comparison

Microarray technology has relatively high start-up costs, for

example, fixed overheads that include the instrumentation, service

contracts and staff (Table S1), and consumables, for example,

spotting substrates and probe DNA (Table S2). Cost savings can,

however, be achieved through increases in throughput (Figure S1),

arguing for the pooling of resources and the establishment of core

facilities. Core facilities typically charge £50–200 per spotted array.

This compares favourably to the commercial alternatives (Table S3);

for example, oligonucleotide arrays from Agilent Technologies

(http://www.home.agilent.com) cost £300, and Affymetrix GeneChip

arrays (http://www.affymetrix.com) cost £500–1000. All prices given

exclude the costs of sample processing and hybridization. Gershon

[20] extensively discusses the currently available commercial

options.
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experimental variability [18,19]. Many laboratories have
therefore investigated ways to improve the spotting
process. Recent progress in dealing with the many
inherent challenges is the subject of this review.

Robotic spotting and its variability

Spotted microarrays are printed by dipping pins into
probe DNA dissolved in spotting buffer and then deposit-
ing each probe on a chemically derivatized glass substrate
[9,21]. Most commonly, pins are filled with probe DNA by
capillary action and the surface tension between the
spotting buffer and substrate then acts to deposit the
probe spots [22]. Perturbations in spot structure are
common [23] and are a significant source of signal
variation [24]. Spot intensity measurements are therefore
noisy estimates of how much sample has bound to each
probe DNA. This measurement error is in addition to
sources of systematic variability or ‘bias’ [18], such as
systematic changes in spot signal during consecutive spot
depositions [23,25], variations in hybridization efficiency
across the slide [11] and differential dye labelling [26].
Compared to variations from printing, the biases intro-
duced by labelling and hybridization effects are usually
stronger and, hence, have received considerable attention
elsewhere [19].

In addition to being a challenging aspect of image and
data analysis [27–29], spot variations make stringent
quality control essential for reliable results [30,31].
However, attention has only recently been focused on the
need for a systematic approach to process development
[32,33]. It is now recognized that problems of reproduci-
bility and reliability can only be overcome with a
combination of more advanced analytical tools and
improved experimental techniques [19]. This is comp-
lementary, for example, to efforts to calibrate microarray
signals from robotically spotted gene-specific cDNA
microarrays with RT-PCR measurements [16]. Both
developments reflect that, although a replication of
measurements reduces the effect of random noise, the
measurement bias caused by systematic errors must be
addressed specifically.

Spotted probe DNA

Initially, PCR-amplified cDNA clones were used as probes
[34]. This is still the method of choice when interrogating
samples from organisms with unknown genome sequence
www.sciencedirect.com
[35]. A recently introduced alternative uses probes
obtained by PCR from shotgun genomic DNA libraries
[36]. However, PCR amplification can suffer frequent
failures, variable DNA yields, and brings the danger of
cross-contamination [22]. Simply performing PCR on this
scale and transferring the PCR products from 96- to 384-
well plates for spotting is error-prone [37]. Consequently,
resequencing of probe DNA has found that only 66–79% of
probes had been correctly annotated and contained no
contaminating sequences. Therefore, gel electrophoresis
and resequencing of PCR amplicons before printing is
highly recommended [38,39].

Because of their length, PCR-amplicon probes are
highly sensitive and have an inherent tolerance to small
sequence variations. They are thus the method of choice
when interrogating samples from one species using probes
of another [40]. This feature, however, reduces their
ability to discriminate similar sequences within an
organism. Many microarray users have started to spot
single-stranded long oligonucleotide probes to overcome
the limitations of PCR-amplification and to increase target
sequence discrimination [41,42]. As a consequence of the
higher specificity of oligonucleotide probes, interspecies
analyses employing oligo-arrays have to deal with probes
explicitly that do not match their target sequences fully
[43,44]. The design of oligonucleotide probes in general is a
challenge. Poorly designed probes can have a profound
impact on target sequence discrimination [42,45,46].
Consequently, modern oligonucleotide design tools use
sophisticated algorithms to predict hybridization beha-
viour [47,48]. Efforts to improve sequence discrimination
by improved computational probe design are complemen-
ted by recent experimental research into how sequence
discrimination varies with oligonucleotide length [46] and
hybridization conditions [32]. The design and subsequent
experimental validation of a probe set are a considerable
investment, which might be best shared through the
formation of consortia [49].

Glass microscope slide substrates

In-house coated poly-L-lysine glass microscope slides [2]
have been surpassed by commercial aminosilane sub-
strates [22,34], with respect to spot morphology and its
consistency [22,50]. For these chemistries, the probe DNA
is initially bound to the slide by electrostatic attraction
and then cross-linked to the substrate by ultraviolet
radiation or heat [41]. A succinic anhydride wash is then
performed to prevent non-specific hybridization to the
surface of the substrate [24,51] because high levels of
background fluorescence adversely affect spot finding and
quantification [10,11].

Modified probes and reactive substrates have also been
introduced [52] because sequence discrimination is
thought to be enhanced when there is a fixed point of
attachment [41] and when probe DNA retention on the
slide is higher [53]. Substrates that permit covalent
attachment without a need for expensive probe modifi-
cations have also been developed; these have no appreci-
able loss in sequence discrimination [54]. In each case, a
bovine serum albumen (BSA) or succinic anhydride wash
is performed to reduce the background signal [51].
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However, some researchers find that covalent attachment
of probe DNA to the substrate is not really required
because non-covalently bound probes will remain bound to
the substrate surface under standard hybridization
conditions [55].

Other substrates have been optimized to produce
higher spot signals with reduced amounts of probe
material. To this end, an increase in the density of reactive
groups of the substrate surface is desirable [56–58], which
can be achieved by coating glass microscope slides with
dendrimers [57], epoxysilane aminosilane composites [56]
or self-absorbing polymers [58].

Spacer molecules that reduce the steric hindrance of
oligonucleotides immobilized on the substrate can be
added to the 5 0-end of probe DNAs [46,59,60]. Commercial
substrate coatings that have gel-like properties are also
available [61]. Covalent attachment of probes to the ‘gel’
surface gives conditions similar to hybridization in
solution and is comparable to binding probes with spacers
onto solid substrates [62].

Spotting buffers

Probe DNA was originally dissolved in high-salt spotting
buffers [2,34]. Detergent additives have since been
introduced to improve the average spot morphology [63].
However, some laboratories found that detergent addi-
tives cause higher probe carry-over and increased varia-
bility between consecutive spot depositions [23,24]. The
introduction of hygroscopic spotting buffers resulted in
improved spot structures [22,24,64] and higher spot signal
intensities [22]. Hygroscopic additives, however, increase
the average spot size [65] but this can be overcome
partially by reducing spotting pin speed or using pin
microvibrations and microtapping [9,65]. Printing at
lower operating temperatures and using more hydro-
phobic substrates also helps to reduce average spot size
[22]. Nevertheless, some microarray facilities continue to
use detergent additives, arguing that the alternative
hygroscopic buffers have not produced a significant
improvement in spot morphology or its consistency [63].

Variations in spot signal caused by spotting effects are
present in many recently published microarray datasets
[25]. The variety of spotting buffers represented suggests
that no spotting buffer type is ideal. For instance,
although high-salt buffers evaporate faster, they enable
easy desiccation and rehydration of probes, which reduces
the variability between print-runs due to changes in probe
DNA concentration in the microtitre plates. Although
hygroscopic spotting buffers evaporate at a much slower
rate, they cannot easily be desiccated and rehydrated;
hence, hygroscopic buffers might be better suited for
applications in which probe DNA is not limiting or when a
smaller overall number of probes needs to be spotted, as
for low-density printing or limited issue (or boutique)
arrays.

Spotting pins

The traditional robotic spotting pin is made from stainless
steel or titanium [2] and a capillary is cut into the tip using
electrical discharge machining or laser cutting [66].
Inconsistencies inherent in the manufacturing of these
www.sciencedirect.com
pins mean that subtle pin-to-pin differences exist [66,67]
and consequently pin-specific systematic spotting vari-
ation is observed [68]. New spotting pin technologies have
been developed to address this issue.

Ceramic pins adapted from the microelectronics indus-
try have recently been applied to robotic spotting [67] and
Reese et al. [66] manufacture capillary pins by photo-
lithography of stainless steel foil. As these new pin types
are not yet generally available, no direct comparisons
have as yet been made. They are, however, cheaper to
manufacture and could, in theory, be used to print up to
225 000 spots on a standard microarray slide [66]. In
reality, practical limitations such as the number of spots
that can be printed per pin loading and instrument speed
mean that the current generation of spotters is inap-
propriate for work at this scale. However, spotting robot
performance is catching up fast; the current recorded
maximum spot number for the traditional spotting pin is
82 944 spots per microarray [66]. Alternatively, a higher
spot density could be used to reduce the overall size of an
array with a more moderate number of spots. Such a
shrinkage of array size could help to reduce spatial spot
signal variation.

Spotting variability and its optimization

Evaporation during printing appears to be the main cause
of spotting variability [18,23]. The volume of solvent
within the 384-well micotitre plate [18] and within the pin
reservoir is reduced [23], which increases the probe
concentration and alters the spotting buffer transfer
characteristics. Consequently, the fluidic properties of
the deposited spot and the distribution of probe DNA
within the spot area are altered [23,65]. Moreover,
spotting buffer viscosity increases with higher probe
concentration, reducing the average spot size [65]. Higher
probe concentration also increases the spot signal inten-
sity [69] until the substrate reaches its probe DNA
saturation point [53]. An analysis of these effects is
complicated by additional sources of variation during
spotting and in subsequent steps of the microarray
experiment. Spotting buffer pH, for example, can affect
spot signal because of its effects on the ionic charge of DNA
and its subsequent binding to the slide [10]. Hybridization
conditions also affect the structure of the spots [50].

There exist many complex interactions between effects,
therefore, it is not possible to predict the performance of a
particular combination of spotting buffer and substrate
adequately. Consequently, several groups have attempted
to optimize the spotting process for improved spot
structure and higher spot signals by testing different
spotting buffers [22–24,63], slide chemistries [22,50,52,70]
and post-printing substrate treatments [24,51] under a
range of instrument settings [9,22,65,71]. Several suitable
spotting conditions have indeed been identified. Only
recently, however, has it become possible to perform a
systematic analysis of probe DNA deposition. Moreover,
analysis of spot morphology and its variance has relied on
comparisons of individual spot images [23,24] and pixel
intensity summaries that assumed a flat, uniform spot
structure [51,63]. Current developments include assess-
ments of spot structure and variance without presuming a
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particular spot structure [28] and a systematic comparison
of spot signal intensity for different spotting reagents [33].
These studies have only examined a few aspects of the
spotting process in isolation; therefore, further work will be
required for a comprehensive systematic evaluation of the
entire spotting process. Building on developments like
these, it can be anticipated that large-scale systematic and
quantitative evaluations will increasingly replace
approaches of individual ad hoc process improvements.
Such systematic analyseswill be resource intensive because
of the high number of experiments required to assess
multiple effects and their interactions [33], making these
studies most amenable to high-throughput facilities. Com-
plementing ongoing quality improvements and develop-
ments to reduce levels of systematic variability is the use of
per-chip quality indicators [31] and precise records of how
the microarrays have been printed [72].

Spotted microarray quality control

Most microarray facilities assess their microarray slides
for quality before hybridization to prevent precious and
expensive biological material being wasted on sub-stan-
dard microarrays. Typical quality control includes screen-
ing for printing artifacts, such as missing, oversized or
poorly formed spots. Spots can be visualized readily using
DNA-binding fluorescent dyes or stains that can be
imaged using a standard microarray scanner [73].
Alternative, possibly more accurate methods [10] include
hybridization with dye-labelled random 9-mer oligonu-
cleotides or dye-labelled oligonucleotides that hybridize to
short marker sequences present in all probe DNAs.

In practice, DNA binding dyes and oligonucleotide
hybridizations have been of limited use in assessing the
quality of individualmicroarrays becausemost laboratories
only assess a random selection of slides to verify the quality
of a particular batch [73]. The addition of free dyes to the
spottingbuffer,whichcanbewashedoff beforehybridization
[71,73], or pre-labelling of probeDNAwith a fluorescent dye
other than Cy5 or Cy3 [74], are alternative approacheswith
the advantage of being suited for routine use on all arrays of
a batch. Probes pre-labelled with an additional dye also
provideameansbywhichspottingartefacts canbe corrected
with a combination of quality filtering and normalization
[74]. Multi-channel designs generally seem to be promising,
for example, enabling simultaneous hybridization of three
samples to eachmicroarray [75].Although theseapproaches
are not yet in widespread use, they demonstrate the
progress achievable with modern protocols.

Besides the actual experimental verification of array
quality, a major concern is the continuous tracking of all
steps in array manufacture. Only seamless production logs
can provide the assurance that a particular batch of arrays
meets stringent quality requirements. When planned care-
fully, manual logs in spreadsheets can meet this need.
Alternatively, data can be maintained by a laboratory
information management system (LIMS). Particularly for
microarraymanufacture, excellent open-source solutions are
freely available, suchasBASE [76],whichhas aweb-browser
front-end for ease of use. For reliable production quality, it is
also advisable to develop, document and consistently employ
standard operating procedures (SOP; see http://www.flychip.
www.sciencedirect.com
org.uk, for examples). In addition to better day-to-day
consistency and reduced operator effects, this also facilitates
knowledge transfer between laboratories.

Microarray database standards

The need for precise descriptions of microarray exper-
iments for data archival and subsequent analysis has led
to the Minimum Information About a Microarray Exper-
iment (MIAME) standard (http://www.mged.org/Work-
groups/MIAME/miame.html) [77], tying in with related
efforts of database standardization, like the Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO) project (http://www.geneontology.org) [78]. Such
developments form the basis of public microarray data-
bases, such as ArrayExpress [79]. As with DNA sequences
and protein structures, submission of microarray data to a
standards compliant repository is increasingly required
for the publication of microarray studies [72]. Standard
compliance ensures the widest possible dissemination of
results, encouraging independent verification of analyses
and derivative work by others, including computational
method development and meta-analyses that combine
multiple datasets. The standard is instrumental not only
in making the data available in a common format but also
in providing the necessary semantic standardization that
makes it possible to compare and integrate results from
different sources. The emphasis on an accurate documen-
tation of protocols in the standard is further justified by
the observation that, in multi-centre studies, which
laboratory generated a set of microarray data is still a
dominant factor in the analysis [80].

Concluding remarks

Recent developments show that the experimental varia-
bility of spotted microarrays will decrease as new spotting
reagents, systems, processes and techniques are
implemented and further improved in the coming years.
Downstream data analysis will become more accurate with
the provision of spot quality control measurements, docu-
mented precisely in standardized databases. When com-
bined with robust estimates of spot signals from advanced
image analysis tools and state-of-the-art low-level data
processing and normalization, this will greatly improve the
reliability of individual microarray experiments. Moreover,
data with lower bias better support the combined study of
experiments from multiple laboratories, modern data
analysis and modelling. In summary, microarrays are
moving towards the ultimate goal of delivering calibrated,
truly quantitative gene expression measurements on a
genomic scale. Microarray technology thus remains at the
forefront of modern experimental methods that shape the
way we can interrogate complex biological systems.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found at doi:10.1016/j.tibtech.2005.04.002
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